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crossfire has a decent ui. the menu lets you choose between maps, while the stats menu shows you
your points, level, gp, zp, fp, mail, and your team. there are also the usual options for buying items,
taking photos, and going to the market. as with other mmos, youll need to do a lot of clicking in
crossfire. this usually means lots of time spent on the mouse. the stats menu is a simple but useful
tool to quickly access your stats. 3. aimtime: get a headstart. aimtime, or the time between a
player's ability to aim at an enemy, represents your ability to lock onto and kill the enemy in a timely
fashion. aiming at the enemy is just the first step in defending yourself. you also need to hit the
enemy in the right spot. it's like baseball with the pitcher, the batter, and the catcher. great aim
timing is like the pitcher's perfect pitch. it's an elite skill, but one that can be learned and practiced.
for a first-person shooter, the best way to judge your aim timing is to watch your opponent. as you
aim, their position relative to your character will change, allowing you to see the difference between
when they're in a position to be hit and when they're not. to help you choose the right stat
combination for your playstyle, we've added two new charts to the combat log, showing you your
aim timer and aim accuracy. the aim timer allows you to see how long you can keep your aim locked
on before an opponent moves out of range. if you're too short-ranged, you need to adjust your aim
timer to allow you to pull off a headshot, or a multi-shot kill. but if you're too long-ranged, you may
find yourself wasting precious shots by not having the right aim timer.
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